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@KevinMKruse

Imagine how frustrating life would be if you didn't
understand how jokes work.

Mark Pantano
@TheMarkPantano

Roasting Trump: 
 
Princeton History professor @KevinMKruse says about President 
Trump: 
 
"You’re going to hell, guy." 
 
WOW... hilarious. 
 
This apparently passes for wit at Princeton.@princetonian 
@Princeton dailyprincetonian.com/article/2019/0…

302 12:05 PM - May 3, 2019

586 people are talking about this

History professor Kevin Kruse 'roasts' Trump in Full Frontal se…
Kruse concluded his roast by telling the president he is a “hell of a
guy.” Then, he immediately corrected himself, saying, “I read that

dailyprincetonian.com

For those who didn't see it, this is the joke that he's having so much trouble with. 
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https://www.youtube.com/embed/xD_inryq9Pk

My mentions are now filled with his followers, who are somehow even worse at this

than he is.

Sir, are you OK? Do you smell burnt toast?

FLASH OVERRIDE  STANDBY TO COPY OVER
@FLASHOVERRIDE99

Replying to @TheMarkPantano and 3 others
Ful Frontal ? Samantha Bee ?  
TBS ? A show for full blown DEMTARD MOTARD NUMNUTZ 
PUTZs! First Samantha Bee is a frickin Canuck trying to explain 
American politics. Second she’s not funny! Third TBS is stupid 
for running this garbage. & @KevinMKruse is a jackoff.
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101 people are talking about this

Ssh! Don’t tell Princeton!

Chuck Plum
@ChuckUmeboshi

Replying to @TheMarkPantano and 3 others
Sadly, he knows nothing about history

1 2:22 PM - May 3, 2019

28 people are talking about this

You managed to get all of this out of a right wing tweet with a cherry picked

punchline divorced from context?  

 

When Henny Youngman said “take my wife, please,” did you report the kidnapping?  

Cinderella
@DorothyYonker

@KevinMKruse is what my father referred to as an educated 
fool.  His influence on college students will create more "Ilhan 
Omars" which is one of America's most devastating problems.  I 
fear for my grandchildren 
growing up in his world.
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119 people are talking about this

I love you so much, Twitter.

Phil Bourassa (Phildonicus Lascivious Grabbus)
@phildo1965

Replying to @TheMarkPantano and 3 others
A history professor trying to predict the future, when he can't 
even accurately relay the past? 
 
Yep, that's the Liberal platform.
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20 people are talking about this

I did not, in fact, “look myself into a mirror” because I’m not Alice in Wonderland.

yanksteel
@yanksteel

Replying to @TheMarkPantano and 3 others
Is that professor even qualified to teach? I guess he did not look 
himself into the mirror 
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31 people are talking about this

My children are a handful, ma’am, but I don’t think I’d call them “feral”

Roni Bell Sylvester
@RoniSylvester

Replying to @TheMarkPantano @Princeton
@KevinMKruse I watched your clip. Wasn't funny. Regardless 
the subject. Sarcasm never translates as funny. Arrogance never 
translates as intelligent. Your way of going shows a manners 
debit & an inability to connect with civil humans. You're likely 
more at home with feral humans.
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139 people are talking about this

Well, Phil in Accounting died and that opened up the position, but it was the VP for

staffing who gave me the job.

https://twitter.com/c57sandy/status/1124326384460083200

Wait, how am I a dickless dick? Pick a lane, lady. 

Barbara Williams
@grandma1952

Replying to @TheMarkPantano and 3 others
I'd say kevin kruse is a dickless dick whiny liberal ANTI-
AMERICAN socialist bigoted demonic rat
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